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FIRST CREATIVE
We are an in-house full service design team with
over 20 years experience supporting companies by
designing well conceived, creative and professionally
executed communications.
FIRST Creative’s key point of difference is our ability to utilise the knowledge and
experience of FIRST Advisers’ Investor Relations, Analytics, Corporate Communications
and Governance teams to produce audience-centered communications.

Transaction Documents
We are specialist transaction document designers.
Clients choose us because of our attention to
detail, our 24/7 can-do attitude and our capacity to
produce exacting documents to tight deadlines.

Annual Reports
With 20+ years experience in corporate design
we make the production of a company’s Report
seamless and the outcome rewarding.
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Diginet –
‘State of the Art
Simplicity’™
“We are evolving the business opportunities
for Intelligent Lighting Products (iLP), based
on technological innovation, way beyond the
extended product life and energy savings
which we’re all used to. Diginet is nothing less
than a digital lighting systems revolution.”
The speaker is Jordan Tentori,
General Manager of Diginet
Control Systems and it is
some boast to speak of a set
of products and services as a
‘revolution’. But, frankly, it is hard
to argue with the claim once
you understand the Diginet offer.
But, first, some background.
Diginet is a Gerard Lighting
Group organic ‘start-up’ and
commenced operations in 2013.
The business grew out of the
Group’s homegrown technology
that was developed within
the iLP Division, headed up by
Jason Gerard who is a proven
industry pioneer.

In its short history, Diginet
has already become a leading
category innovator with its
RAPIX™ Addressing system now
shortlisted for the prestigious
DALI global awards for 2014.
What does Diginet offer and
why? Essentially, Diginet
markets intelligent lighting
systems that revolutionise the
way lighting, in particular LEDs
and emergency lighting, is
controlled. Diginet simply does
things smarter and makes life
easier with solutions that offer
‘State of the Art Simplicity’™
for both networked and
standalone lighting systems.

Diginet distributes the UPRtek
Spectrometer, a lightweight, compact,
self-contained lighting tool that
measures the visible spectrum
of light and gives readings in Lux,
Colour Rendition Index (CRI), colour
temperature, and peak wavelength.
It is the ultimate ‘must have’ tool
for the LED professional.
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As Jordan Tentori (above) explains:
“there has been a significant shift
from conventional lighting to
LEDs over the past few years.
This has presented major
challenges – both in the way
lighting is controlled and in the
compatibility of the technology.
At Diginet, we provide the latest
in lighting technology that meets
Australian or DALI Standards
unlike many products that don’t.

“The business
case for Diginet
is very clear,”
says Jordan, “It
is a simple matter
of fact that:
30% of lighting energy is
wasted in the absence of
effective control systems

Acronyms figure largely
in the Diginet world and
Jordan’s enthusiasm for
both daLI and raPIX
bears some explanation.
See page 2 for more details

Revolutionary control
systems are essential for
the future of lighting
Innovative digital control
can unleash the true
advantages that digital
lighting offers, meeting
the demands of the
modern world
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Investor Relations
– Annual Reports
– Results Presentations
– Sustainability Reports
– Notice of AGM
– Investor Newsletters
Transaction Documents
– Schemes of Arrangement
– Bidders/Targets Statements
– Prospectuses
– Information Memorandums
– Product Disclosure Statements

Why FIRST Advisers?

FIRST Creative has extensive experience in
designing effective corporate communications,
offering our clients expertise that enhances
both print and digital media solutions.
How to find out more please contact
Campbell van Venrooy on +61 414 586 322
Victoria Geddes on +61 2 8011 0350
or email us at info@firstadvisers.com.au

Investor Relations
Corporate Communications
Transaction Communication Services
Digital and Document Design
Shareholder Analytics
Proxy Solicitation

Level 6, 309 Kent Street
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
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Find us on:
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